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Questions & Answers
April 29, 2015
1. What configuration do you want for the iron sights? (example-post sights or flip up
sights).
2. What optics (brand and model number) and mounts do you plan on using?
Answer for both questions: Both sights need to be iron sights. The front sight should be
a standard A2 sight and the rear sight capable of both windage and elevation adjustments.
The riser needs to be able to accommodate an Eotech sight.
3. The specifications do not list any specs for the iron sights, but call for a riser to co-witness
a red dot sight. Which iron sights are you wanting (front and rear)? Which red dot and
mount do you intend to use for the co-witness (not part of spec but we will need to know)?
Both sights need to be iron sights. The front sight should be a standard A2 sight and the
rear sight capable of both windage and elevation adjustments. The riser needs to be able
to accommodate an Eotech sight.
4. When they refer to CAR are they simply referring to carbine length?
CAR would be a carbine.
5. What two stage trigger are they looking for? Does it matter?
Two stage trigger – does not matter what brand.
6. Over molded Grip Ergo??
Basic carbine over molded grip – does not matter what brand.
7. A riser or elevated rail to co-witness optics with Iron sights?
An elevated sight for co-witnessing.
8. May we submit two bids if we can offer two different brands?
Yes – you may offer two different brands as long as they are on the approved listing as
mentioned in the bid package (Paragraph 1, Part B, Special Provisions).
9. May we bid Windham Weaponry if this brand meets all specs?
The answer is no – Windham Weaponry is not on the approved listing (Paragraph 1, Part
B, Special Provisions).
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